Abstract
Four di erent combinations of 96 44 Ru and 96 40 Zr nuclei, both as projectile and target, were investigated at the same bombarding energy of 400A MeV using a 4 detector. The degree of isospin mixing between projectile and target nucleons is mapped across a large portion of the phase space using two di erent isospin-tracer observables, the number of measured protons and the t= 3 Typeset using REVT E X Central heavy-ion collisions represent a v aluable tool for studies of hot and dense nuclear matter where one hopes to infer valuable information on the nuclear equation of state EOS and on modi cations of hadrons in the nuclear medium. It is still an open question whether the widely applied, at least local if not global, equilibrium assumption is valid in such reactions 1,2 , or whether signi cant non-equilibrium e ects rather require the application of more elaborated non-equilibrium dynamical models 2 4 . The issue of equilibration is expected to be in uenced by in-medium e ects such a s P auli blocking, Fermi motion on the 'hard' scattering processes, by early 'soft' de ections in the momentum-dependent mean elds, and by nite-size corona e ects. An understanding of all these e ects is a prerequisite for a quantitative extraction of the EOS from nucleus-nucleus collisions.
Experimental observations of non-equilibrium in relativistic heavy-ion collisions were concentrated, up to now, on the measurement of the momentum distribution of the products emerging from a mid-rapidity "source" of symmetric colliding systems. Observables of interest were the width of rapidity distributions 3,5 or the overall shape of the source 6,7 .
The sensitivity of such observables is however reduced by e ects like rescattering during the late phase of expansion.
In order to extract, in a model independent approach, direct experimental information on non-equilibrium we h a ve designed a new type of high precision measurement which makes use of the isospin N=Z degree of freedom. The N=Z equilibration has been investigated before at low b o m barding energies in fusion-like reactions 8 10 . As it will be shown in some details later, N=Z can be used as a tracer in order to attribute the measured nucleons on average either to the target or to the projectile nucleons. It is therefore possible to extract rapiditydensity distributions separately for projectile and target nucleons. This gives access to new more sensitive observables, like stopping and mixing, of the early equilibration process.
The experiment w as carried-out using reactions between equal mass nuclei A = 96, at an incident energy of 400A MeV. Isotopes of Ru and Zr were taken as projectile and target making use of all the four combinations: Ru+Ru, Ru+Zr, Zr+Ru and Zr+Zr. This choice of isotopes takes advantage of an almost unique possibility o ered by the periodic table of stable isotopes, while searching for two isobars of the largest possible N=Z di erence the N=Z ratio is equal to 1:18 and 1:40 for 96 44 Ru and 96 40 Zr, respectively which can be used both as projectile and target. The bombarding energy was chosen at the minimum of the n,n cross section where the relative motion is signi cantly larger than the Fermi motion, but su ciently low t o a void inelastic n,n channels, while the n,n angular distribution is almost isotropic.
The experiment w as performed at SIS ESR-Darmstadt using the FOPI apparatus 11,12 . The reaction products were detected at forward angles by the TOF-wall Central collisions were selected requiring a large ratio of total transverse to total longitudinal energy, E RAT 6,7 . E RAT is determined event wise by including all detected particles: projectile nucleons, such an abundance can be most easily derived. As it will be shown this is indeed the case for protons but it is not the case if we use as a N=Z-tracer variable not the number of protons but e.g. the relative tritium to 3 He abundance in the cell. The t= 3 He-ratio varies non-linearly between the two extreme of the calibration reactions, but this can be taken into account and, as it will be shown, consistent results are obtained with di erent N=Z-tracer variables.
The following de nition for the relative abundancy of the projectile-target nucleons has been adopted:
where R Z takes +1 for Zr+Zr and ,1 for Ru+Ru. In the case of full equilibrium in a mixed reaction, R Z would be equal to 0 everywhere independently of the location of the cell for the case of a linear dependence of Z.
Several important advantages of the method can be mentioned: i the four reaction combinations are investigated, under identical experimental conditions so that the ratios are insensitive to systematic uncertainties due to the apparatus. The errors are essentially of statistical nature and pro t from the high yield in the considered cell. ii the mixed reaction Zr+Ru is the same as Ru+Zr except that target and projectile are inverted: this allows forward-backward cross-checks of the apparatus which in addition can also be obtained from the symmetric Ru+Ru and Zr+Zr reactions. iii using the four reactions the full information needed can be obtained by measuring only within the center-of-mass c.m. backward or only the c.m. forward hemisphere.
The results to be presented here concentrate on two tracer-observables: A the sum Z of the number of detected free protons plus the number of protons detected within the deuterons. B the relative abundance of tritium to 3 He t= 3 He. Observable A was measured in the backward c.m. hemisphere using the CDC: this has the advantage to minimize background originating from the oxygen content of the ZrO 2 target. Observable B was measured in the forward c.m. hemisphere using HELITRON and TOF-wall pro ting from a good time-of-ight particle identi cation.
Results on the centrality dependence of the abundancy ratios are presented in Fig. 2 . The selected momentum cell is rather wide and integrates over a large rapidity bin. Panels a and b show results obtained from, proton yields and t= 3 He-ratios, respectively. The quantity R t= 3 He is de ned in a similar way as for R Z , using equation 1 with Z being replaced by the t= 3 He abundancy ratio. The impact parameter b geom is derived by i n tegrating over the measured cross section as a function of E RAT or of the charged particle multiplicity.
Except for an o -set of R t= 3 He = ,0:27 0:07 for the t= 3 He-ratio, both gures display the same trends. Such an o -set can be understood from a non-linear dependence of the t= 3 He ratio as a function of isospin. We nd that, for N Z , an empirical dependence of the t= 3 After the inspection of the centrality dependence of Fig. 2 , we show in Fig. 3 the rapidity dependence of R Z for the most central collisions. For this purpose we use the proton yield A whose relatively high cross sections permit a ne subdivision of the rapidity bins. Inverting projectile and target changes, as expected, the sign of the R Z -values; besides that, both results agree within errors. The dashed-dotted line 0:393 y 0 describes an average of both measurements being the same except for the sign and can be used to deconvolute the overall measured rapidity distribution dN=dy 0 Fig. 3b for Ru+Ru into iii a width of the unfolded distribution, pr . The de ned values are well suited in order to characterize with few numbers the separated distributions and the strength of the non-equilibrium e ects. They are useful in order to verify with the help of theoretical models 15 17 the relevance of the N=Z-tracer method and e ects due to the experimental lter. Such studies have been performed here in the context of the IQMD-model 15 . Calculations were done using a sti K = 380 MeV EOS and momentum dependent i n teractions MDI for impact parameter selections similar to those applied to the data. The results Table I show that the extracted values are reliable. As shown from the IQMD calculations, the e ect of the detector lter is negligible. This is due to the fact that the method relies on relative quantities. The systematic errors 10 on the experimental hy 0 pr i and M pr values take i n to account the in uence of other particle species t, and heavier fragments not considered in the analysis. It is interesting to note also in Table I that the values obtained by applying the N=Z-tracer method to the IQMD events are very close to those extracted by tagging the projectile and target nucleons in the model. This con rms the validity of the N=Z-tracer method proposed in this Letter. The dependence of the extracted parameters on the in-medium n,n-cross section, med nn , is shown in Table I . Both observables hy 0 pr i and M pr exhibit a quite strong sensitivity t o med nn and depend also on MDI e ects. On the other hand, the in uence of the sti ness of the EOS was found to be very weak: calculations using a soft EOS K = 200 MeV led, within statistical uncertainties, to the same results. A comparison to the experiment leads, within this model, to a value of med nn slightly higher by about 20 than the free n,n-cross section, free nn : a signi cant reduction of med nn seems to be excluded. In conclusion, the proposed experiment and method demonstrate a high sensitivity t o non-equilibrium e ects, which are found to persist up to the end of a reaction even in the most central collisions. This con rms the necessity to use non-equilibrium dynamical calculations for studies of in-medium e ects and of the EOS of high density n uclear matter. Figure 3 
